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14th May 2021 

Dear families, 
 

As social restrictions begin to change I wanted to let you all know what we will be doing as a 
school. We have maintained very high standards and expectations around hygiene and 
‘bubbles’ to minimise any risks from C19. We will continue to do so until September. 
Although secondary school rules are changing, things are unchanged for primaries. Staff will 
not be required to wear masks outside of the school building/on the gate from Monday, 
however many may still choose to. We will continue to ask parents to wear masks when 
entering the building and moving through corridors as staff must do too. 
 

All this will be reviewed in September and you will be made aware if there are to be any 
changes then. Hopefully both school and society will be in a much better place then. 
 

School Council 
I met with the school council last week and they are planning on investing in more play 
equipment that can be used outside so more children get to share the items. This council 
meeting was really positive and the children all had lovely things to say about how the school 
is doing. Below are some of the comments from the meeting: 
“The school is safe.” from F in Y4 

“Lots of children are being really polite which is nice.” K in Y3 

“The teachers are really helping us to learn.” R in Y3 and T in Y5 

“More people are picking up litter and looking after the school” I in Y5. 
 

They have also asked for more after school clubs. From September we hope the school offer 
will be much wider, including a choir, sports and art. If parents would like us to offer 
something specific or would like to help the school run more, please do get in touch. 
 

Uniform reminder 

Once again I must now ask that children are in correct uniform, in particular for PE. We will 
contact families where this is an issue and as ever please get in touch if you require any 
support. I know that getting the correct uniform was challenging for a time but I hope this can 
now be more easily resolved. 
 

COVID-19 

As ever, the government recommends we continue to follow guidelines to ensure there is no 
spike or surge. Please follow the guidelines: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-
coronavirus-restrictions-what-you-can-and-cannot-do 
 

Yours faithfully, 
 

Mr. Bloomfield 

Executive Principal 
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